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The Royalty of Hyrule 
 

The royal family of Hyrule closely guard the secrets of magic, the gift of the goddesses that reinforces 

their right and ability to rule the kingdom. There are two talents that allow characters to learn this royal 

magic. It can only be learned by Hylians. (The Sheikah can also learn magic.) 

 

 Royalty of Hyrule.** Constant. You are in the bloodline of the ruler of Hyrule, and you are able to 

learn and use the magic of the gods. Also, any citizens or soldiers of Hyrule are subject to your 

commands—and you get +2 to Charm dealing with your subjects. 

 

 Champion of Hyrule.* Constant. You are the one chosen by royalty to carry out missions on behalf 

of the Crown. Because of this sacred trust, you are able to learn and use the magic of the gods. You 

also gain +2 to Focus tests. 

 

 King of the Gerudo.** Constant. Each generation of Gerudo only has one male child born in the 

desert, and that male becomes the leader and king of the Gerudo. Gerudo obey your commands 

absolutely and without question. You can take talents from Nomad, Fighter, Scout, and Hunter when 

you level up, without further training. There can only be one Gerudo King. 

 

Magic of the Gods 
 

These talents cannot be attempted untrained. They can be acquired through a reward of the gods for 

completing a task or bestowed by royalty who know the talents. They count as cross-template talents. 

When they are earned, they can be immediately gained, and when the character levels again the character 

will not get a talent (because the character already got one.) 

 

 Din’s Fire.** Rested. Focus action. Everyone in the same arena as you takes at least 1 Wound, up to 

1 per your Focus. If you spend 1 Awesome Point, they take 1. If you spend 2, they take 2. Etc. 

 

 Fire Arrows.** Arena. Free action. Infuse an arrow with flame energy. When it hits a target, it does 

2 Wounds, 4 wounds if it hits by 5 or more. Pay 1 or more Awesome Points to also set the target on 

fire (it takes 1 Wound a round until the fire goes out.) 

 

 Ice Arrows.** Arena. Free action. Infuse an arrow with ice energy. When it hits a target, the target 

takes 1 Wound and is impeded unless the target spends 2 Awesome Points (or 2 Awesome Points go 

in the bowl.) 

 

 Light Arrows.** Arena. Free action. Infuse an arrow with light energy. When it hits a target that is 

connected to another dimension, the target takes 1d5 wounds even if normally resistant or immune to 

physical damage. 

 

 Teleportation.** Rested. Focus action. When you gain an object blessed by the gods for this purpose, 

you can cross great distances within Hyrule. When you gain this talent, instead of gaining an 

Attribute point equivalent, you learn one location that you can teleport to using this talent. You can 

add teleportation locations as you level if you wish, but you can only add them when you are standing 

in that space. (You can wait to spend the point until you are in that place.) You can take up to 1 

passenger per your Focus rating that is in your arena, at the cost of 1 Awesome Point each. 


